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Dear Parents, 
  
My first letter to you welcomed you and your children back to Exeter, and expressed our 
collective eagerness for your arrival.  We are all very much looking forward to seeing you next 
week.  I write to you today, however, on a more sober topic. 
  
I know you have been aware, as have we at Exeter, of the increased attention to issues related 
to sexual assault on high school and college campuses.  Last week, a New Hampshire jury 
handed down a verdict in the Owen Labrie trial; I know that many of you, and many of our 
students, have been following this case as closely as we have.  Our hearts go out to all those 
affected by this case, and we grieve for the pain we know so many feel.  We are acutely aware, 
also, that this trial has raised important and troubling questions for all schools, everywhere, 
about adolescent sexual activity, the uses of technology, and most importantly, the developing 
capacity of adolescents to make good decisions, to feel empathy, and to respect and honor 
each other’s humanity. 
  
The safety, care, and welfare of your child are at the center of everything that we do.  On 
Wednesday, the faculty and I met.  We reaffirmed our commitment to the school’s mission, put 
forth in the 1781 Deed of Gift which founded the Academy, to foster in each child both 
knowledge and goodness, so as to provide “the surest foundation” for “the great end and real 
business of living:” a life of meaning and purpose, committed to the ideal of non sibi.  We 
specifically discussed our current and ongoing work with students around sexual decision-
making, consent, harassment, assault, and identity.  I want to share with you some of that work.  
  
In many venues, at many times of the year, and across the full range of campus activities, we 
give our students the tools to understand, discuss, and address issues of sexuality.  We teach 
our students — beginning with a required class in their prep year — to understand the 
implications of sexual activity, to distinguish between healthy and unhealthy sexual behavior, to 
recognize the signs of harassment or assault, and to take action to prevent unwelcome or 
inappropriate sexual behavior, harassment, or assault.   We address these topics directly in The 
E-Book.  We offer workshops intended to promote critical thinking around sexual issues, require 
assemblies focused on these issues, offer special support for at-risk students, and provide 
adult-supervised clubs focused on sexuality and social issues.  We partner with national experts 
who work with our students and advise us on evidence-based best practices; this year we will 
work with the Prevention Innovations Research Center to develop Exeter-specific versions of a 
bystander prevention program.  We provide our students access to on-campus mental health 
and medical professionals.  Importantly, last year we also conducted the National Youth Health 
Risk Behavior survey; this will provide us with empirical information to better understand our 
student culture. Those results will be available this fall and we will use them to inform our work 
with students in the coming year. 
  
We are committed to a healthy learning environment for your child. We believe that we must 
always continue to talk about these important issues, and that we must always explore ways to 
build upon how we educate and support our students. You can expect that over the course of 
the next year, we will continue to refine both the curricular aspects of our work with students and 
our practices around training for adults and students. 
  



I want to thank you for your help in this crucial work.  You, as parents, play a critical role in 
helping teenagers develop an ability to understand their sexuality.  As the mother of two 
daughters, I know from experience how difficult conversations on adolescent sexuality can be — 
but also how powerful.  We share with you the responsibility of informing and guiding children in 
decisions around building healthy relationships, and we welcome a strong and productive 
partnership.  Please reach out to me, the dean of students, or any of our health center 
professionals if you have any questions or concerns. 
  
We look forward to seeing you next week.  Be well. 
  
Best wishes, 
Lisa MacFarlane 
Principal 


